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Abstract
We design an self-tuning admission control mecha-
nism, network early warning system (NEWS), to pro-
tect servers and networks from °ash crowds. NEWS im-
poses application-level congestion control (AppCC) be-
tween web requests and responses. It detects °ash crowds
from application-level observations, such as changes in
web response rate. NEWS mitigates °ash crowds by reg-
ulating incoming requests adaptively.
In our simulations, NEWS detects °ash crowds within
20 seconds. It protects target server and networks by
delaying 32.4% incoming requests. This relieves conges-
tion in networks by reducing response packet drop rate
from 25% to 2%. NEWS also maintains high web perfor-
mance for admitted requests: increasing their aggregated
response rate by two times. Further, we ¯nd that NEWS
shows similar performance as the best possible rate lim-
iter.
1 Introduction
Recent studies [1, 2, 3] show that the Internet is
vulnerable to persistent overloading caused by °ash
crowds [2] and denial of service (DoS) attacks [3].
Flash crowds usually happen when many end-users
simultaneously send requests to one web site because
of a sudden new interest. Common examples of new
interests include natural events such as earthquakes,
breaking news stories, and links from popular web
sites. During °ash crowds, the volume of requests
toward the target web server increases dramatically
in minutes or even seconds. Sometimes, the request
rate is tens or hundreds times higher than in normal
conditions.
As shown in Figure 1, these requests overload the
target server. The server may reject some requests,
and process other accepted ones slowly due to either
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Figure 1: Request and Response Exchanges during Flash
Crowds.
its resource limitation (CPU or disk), or congestion
on response's network path (often in ¯rst few links
where tra±c concentration is the largest). As a re-
sult, most or all users perceive unacceptably poor per-
formance. In addition, °ash crowds unintentionally
deny services for other end-users who either share
common links with °ash crowd tra±c or retrieve un-
related information from the target server.
The Internet uses TCP congestion control to cope
with resource constraints [4, 5]. However, TCP is
unable to control °ash crowds because there are too
many concurrent connections while TCP is on a per-
connection basis (Figure 2(a)). Other congestion con-
trol algorithms that aggregate information per-host
(for example, the congestion manager [6]) also fail to
solve this problem because connections arrive from
many hosts during °ash crowds.
We therefore argue that a high-level control mech-
anism between requests and responses is essential to
mitigate °ash crowds. That is, end-users (or appli-
cations) should observe web performance and adjust
their rate to send requests accordingly. For exam-
ple, when browsers see an increased web latency, they
should slow down their rate to send out requests.
This control scheme monitors application level in-
formation such as web latency. So, we name it the
Application-level Congestion Control (AppCC). We
illustrate its control diagram in Figure 2(b).
Figure 3(a) shows the logical relationship between
AppCC and TCP congestion control. The Internet
has many individual TCP congestion control loops to
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Figure 2: Comparison of TCP Congestion Control and
Application-level Congestion Control.
enforce right behavior at connection level. However,
these many control loops only operate on their own
and do not cooperate with each other. It is the lack
of cooperation that makes °ash crowds possible. On
the other hand, AppCC enforces cooperation among
individual TCPs. With AppCC imposed above TCP
control loops, we have a global control on the Inter-
net tra±c and will not allow excessive connections to
overwhelm servers and networks. Figure 3(b) depicts
the control logic of AppCC with a traditional con-
trol diagram. It is essentially an abstract version of
Figure 2(b).
Similar to TCP congestion control [5], a potential
problem with AppCC is that greedy end-users may
intentionally violate the principle of AppCC. So, we
propose to apply incentives in routers to enforce Ap-
pCC. With routers' assistance, we also save the e®ort
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Figure 3: Di®erent View of AppCC with Control Dia-
grams.
to modify end-user applications.
We propose network early warning system (NEWS)
as a router-based adaptive admission control mech-
anism to impose AppCC between requests and re-
sponses. Di®erent from other admission control
schemes [7, 8, 9, 10], NEWS does not require per-
°ow service requirement for incoming requests. More-
over, NEWS only measures performance for aggre-
gates (details in Section 4.1), rather than for all ex-
isting °ows like measurement-based admission con-
trol (MBAC).
Another di®erence from admission control and
schemes that monitor request rate directly [11] is
that NEWS detects °ash crowds by observing per-
formance changes in response tra±c. As discussed in
Section 3.2, many factors a®ect end-users' perceived
performance, including server's capacity and network
bandwidth. Request rate is not necessarily correlated
with response performance. So, it is di±cult to deter-
mine a single optimal threshold to detect °ash crowds
from request rate. Even if an optimal threshold ex-
ists, it will change over times due to variation in re-
sponse sizes. Therefore, we believe that we should de-
tect °ash crowd by monitoring performance changes
in response tra±c.
NEWS has two novel aspects. First, NEWS con-
trols request admission rate based on measured per-
formance of responses. This approach is di®erent
from previous one that are based on explicit service
requirement or measurement of requests. Second,
NEWS monitors changes in the aggregated perfor-
mance of high-bandwidth responses because of their
sensitivity to overload conditions. Based on this ob-
servation, NEWS adjusts admitted request rate au-
tomatically and adaptively. These two approaches
2make NEWS a self-tuning system. NEWS adapts to
di®erent environments easily.
In the following sections, we present detailed design
of three main components in NEWS: °ash crowd de-
tector, adaptive request rate limiter, and controller.
We evaluate the performance of NEWS through sim-
ulations. We ¯nd that NEWS detects °ash crowds
within 20 seconds. By delaying 32.4% incoming re-
quests, NEWS protects servers and networks from
overloading: reducing response packet drop rate from
25% to 2% For admitted requests, NEWS increases
the aggregated response rate by two times. This per-
formance is similar to the best possible rate limiter
deployed in the same scenario.
2 Related Work
In this section, we brie°y describe mechanisms
to accommodate °ash crowds through resource pro-
visioning. We also review other commonly used
schemes to protect servers and networks from over-
loading, such as admission control and congestion
control.
2.1 Web Caching and Content Delivery
Networks
Infrastructure vendors such as Akamai [12] deploy
web caches and content delivery networks (CDN)
to accommodate excessive web requests during °ash
crowds. Recent studies [2, 13] show that current web
caching schemes are not so e±cient to deal with °ash
crowds as claimed. One important reason is that
most web pages are not cached before °ash crowds
(breaking news, for example). As a result, requests
still need to reach the target server. Jung et. al. pro-
posed the adaptive web caching [2], for improvement.
We agree that it is necessary to provide enough
resources to prevent °ash crowds from happening.
Options include increasing server and networks' ca-
pacity, replicating contents requested, and deploying
web caches. However, there are circumstances that it
is either di±cult or impossible to estimate and pro-
vide \enough" resources. Therefore, we believe that
we need to rely on control mechanism such as Ap-
pCC to mitigate °ash crowds in these cases. With
AppCC, servers and networks survive from overload-
ing conditions, and some end-users still perceive high
performance.
2.2 Admission Control
Admission control is important to support appli-
cations with service requirement such as real-time
constraint. Looking at the integrated service net-
works [14] and public telephone networks [15], a
new connection (or a call) describes its service re-
quirement such as 1Mbps bandwidth for Video-on-
Demand service [8] or two channels for telephone
conversation. Based on this service pro¯le and cur-
rent available resources (network bandwidth or cir-
cuits), admission control makes decision on whether
it should accept the incoming connection or not.
Although appropriate in above scenarios, it is di±-
cult for some applications to accurately specify their
service requirements (for example, web). As a result,
traditional admission control may under-utilize net-
work resources. NEWS avoids this problem by deter-
mining application service requirement dynamically
through measurement (that is, web performance).
NEWS is also di®erent from measurement-based
admission control (MBAC) [16, 9, 10]. Although
both of them control incoming tra±c according to
measurement on existing connections, NEWS only
measures the aggregated rate of high-bandwidth re-
sponses (details in Section 4.1); while MBAC moni-
tors performance of all existing °ows. MBAC is also
more conservative than NEWS, and only accepts in-
coming requests upon su±cient resource. On the
other hand, NEWS accepts all requests until it de-
tects a °ash crowd.
Rate limiter is a simple admission control scheme.
With appropriate con¯guration, rate limiter rejects
excessive requests so that the target server always
works under its capacity limit. Despite its simplicity,
rate limiter lacks the ability to adapt to di®erent envi-
ronments. In order for a rate limiter to work properly,
network operators need to set its rate limit carefully
based on their experience [17]. Usually, this limit is
speci¯c to a certain server or network link, and needs
manual adjustment when server or networks' capac-
ity changes. On the contrary, we design NEWS as a
self-tuning system. It adapts to di®erent environment
easily and depends on little human interference.
Moreover, since NEWS detects °ash crowds by ex-
amining response performance, we believe it is ca-
pable to e±ciently discover overloading conditions
for either servers or networks. This is not a simple
task for rate limiters because one limit speci¯c to the
server may not work to relief congestion in networks.
Another similar work in this region is the network
weather service (NWS) [18]. It monitors and fore-
casts system performance such as link utilization and
server load. Both NWS and NEWS share some com-
mon ideas in change detection algorithms. Unlike
NWS, NEWS does not rely on centralized data pro-
cessing.
32.3 Congestion Control
TCP applies end-to-end congestion control for in-
dividual connections. However, TCP is not su±cient
to relief overloading conditions during °ash crowds.
The reason is simple: there are too many concurrent
connections. So, we believe that we need to apply
control at higher level to mitigate °ash crowds. Ap-
pCC is such a high-level control scheme between web
requests and responses.
There are some other algorithms to control conges-
tion caused by aggregates, such as congestion man-
ager (CM) [6] and aggregate-based congestion con-
trol (ACC) [1]. CM is a per-host based conges-
tion control scheme. It multiplexes concurrent °ows
among di®erent applications of one end hosts to en-
sure that they react to congestion cooperatively. Un-
fortunately, since connections in °ash crowds are from
many hosts, CM is not able to enforce cooperation
among them.
ACC is a self-tuning mechanism to control persis-
tent congestion caused by aggregates. These aggre-
gates are usually composed of °ows with TCP con-
gestion control. ACC captures aggregates that con-
sume most of network bandwidth and regulates their
rate with a virtual queue. We can apply ACC to con-
trol response tra±c during °ash crowds since they are
likely to consume large bandwidth and cause packet
drops. However, ACC can not mitigate °ash crowds
fundamentally because it does not have a complete
control loop between requests and responses (Fig-
ure 2(b)). In another word, ACC has no control over
the cause of °ash crowds: too many concurrent re-
quests. Therefore, we emphasize that a high-level
control like AppCC is essential to protect servers and
networks from °ash crowds.
3 Flash Crowds and Early Warning
To better describe the characteristics of °ash crowd
tra±c [2] and the overall design of NEWS, we ¯rst
de¯ne some terminologies. We depict some of them
in Figure 4.
We refer a °ow f(s;d) as a series of packets trans-
ferred from a source s to a destination d. Each °ow
has an unique identi¯cation number. We use two
metrics to quantify °ow performance. Transmission
latency T(f) records the time interval (in seconds, for
example) from s sending the ¯rst packet till d receiv-
ing the last packet. Transmission rate R(f) measures
°ow bit rate (in bits per second, for example). Flows
show various transmission latencies and rates due to
server load and congestion condition in networks.
Looking at web tra±c, a web connection from client
C to server S contains one (with HTTP/1.1 [19]) or a
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Figure 4: The Transmission Latency, the Life Time of
Web Connection, and the Request Interval.
series (with HTTP/1.0 [20]) of request and response
°ows. We de¯ne the life time of a web connection
(Tw) as the time interval from client sending the ¯rst
request packet till it receiving all response packets.
From servers' point of view, we de¯ne request in-
terval (Tr(S;C)) as the time between two adjacent
requests from client C to server S. We denote Tr(S)
as the request interval from any clients to server S.
Alternatively, we de¯ne Rp(S) as the request rate (in
number of requests per second) observed by server
S. Rp(S) records the number of requests sent to S
within one time unit. We further de¯ne aggregated
request rate (Rp) as the rate of all requests passing
through a router toward the server.
A set of °ows forms an aggregate Á. For example,
aggregate Á8f(¤;D) contains all °ows with the same
destination D. We denote the number of °ows in an
aggregate as jÁj, which could be a constant such as 5
or a variable. For example, jÁj = 10%£j©j, where ©
is a special aggregate containing all °ows.1To quan-
tify the performance of an aggregate Á, we calculate
its aggregated transmission rate (ARÁ) as:
ARÁ =
P
f2Á R(f)
jÁj
3.1 Understanding Flash Crowd Tra±c
Flash crowd is a term commonly used to describe
sudden increase in the access to a web server. This
server may post a breaking news after a sudden event
or have links from popular web sites (that is, the
\slash-dot e®ect" [21]). During °ash crowds, the tar-
get server receives large number of requests almost
1© = Á8f and 8Á µ ©.
4simultaneously. This great increase forms a spike in
observed request rate.
Flash crowd tra±c shows di®erent patterns than
normal tra±c [2]. In this study, we examine two
server HTTP logs. One was collected during a slash-
dot e®ect event [21], the other is from 1998 World
Cup web site (www.france98.com). We have several
observations. First, requests show very small inter-
arrival time: the request interval is around 1{3 sec-
onds in the slash-dot trace. Second, many requests
arrived at the target server in batch. In another word,
their arrival time recorded by the target server are the
same. We also ¯nd that most connections are short.
That is, they retrieve small pages (assume not in a
movie-downloading scenario). In World Cup HTTP
log, more than 90% requests are for pages smaller
than 10Kbytes. And, they carry about 50% network
load. Based on these observations, we propose a sim-
ple two-layered °ash crowd tra±c model to test our
design in early stages.
The characteristics of °ash crowd tra±c impose
challenges for detection. In this paper, we focus
on detecting °ash crowds caused by unpredictable
events. This is the most challenging case since we
don't have any clue when °ash crowds will happen
and what the magnitude of increase in request rate
will be.
Flash crowd tra±c is usually from hundreds and
thousands clients. Some clients may not have visited
the target server before. We call these clients cold-
clients. Formally, a client is \cold" with respect to
server S if Tr(S) > Tr0 (Tr0 is a constant, for ex-
ample Tr0 = 24hours). The existence of cold-client
and short connections imply that we can not moni-
tor performance change of particular connections. In
this paper, we propose to monitor high-bandwidth
responses instead (details in Section 4.1).
3.2 Reduced Web Performance during
Flash Crowds
End-users may experience increased web latency
during °ash crowds. As shown in Figure 1, several
factors contribute to this increase. First, even each
request just contains a tiny packet, too many of them
may still cause congestion in networks. So, requests
may be delayed or even dropped by networks. Sec-
ond, the target server only accepts part of incoming
requests due to its capacity limit and simply discards
others. The target server is heavily loaded during
°ash crowds. It processes requests and generates re-
sponses slowly. If responses are mainly long °ows,
they are likely to congest networks and increase trans-
mission latency. When a response packet is lost, the
target server needs to retransmit it even it is already
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Figure 5: The Architecture of NEWS
overloaded. Further investigation is needed to quan-
tify the delay imposed in di®erent phases within re-
quest and response exchanges.
In di®erent circumstances, °ash crowds may cause
overloading at the target server or in networks. How-
ever, from end-users' point of view, they always per-
ceive an increased web latency or a decreased web
response rate. We design NEWS to detect °ash
crowds from application-level observations: web re-
sponse rate. So, NEWS adapts to di®erent circum-
stances automatically.
3.3 Overall Design of Network Early
Warning System
As shown in Figure 5, NEWS has three main com-
ponents: °ash crowd detector, request regulator, and
controller. We design NEWS in a modular style so
that we have the °exibility to apply new techniques
without modifying its framework. For example, we
could adopt web caching techniques in the module of
request regulator. We present the detailed design of
NEWS in Section 4 and 5.
NEWS is an self-tuning admission control scheme
imposing AppCC between requests and responses.
It detects °ash crowd from performance change
in responses. By regulating requests adaptively,
NEWS protects networks and servers from overload-
ing. NEWS also maintains high web performance for
admitted requests rather than leaves all end-users suf-
fering poor performance.
NEWS imposes a global control loop (that is, Ap-
pCC) over many individual TCPs (as shown in Fig-
ure 3(a)). Unlike TCP's small time scale (RTT), this
global control loop has much larger time scale than
RTT. As a result, NEWS can apply sophisticated
techniques while still remains as a light-weighted
scheme to existing networks. For example, we can
5apply complicated change detection algorithms or im-
plement ¯ne-grained request regulator.
In the design of NEWS, we do not make any as-
sumption about address and location of the target
server. We just assume that we can always deploy
NEWS reasonably close to the target server. For ex-
ample, we install NEWS on the access link of the
target server or its ISP.
We also assume that request and response traverse
the same access link. However, this assumption may
not hold in circumstances such as a multi-homed do-
main. In that case, we need to distribute NEWS to
all access links, and coordinate °ash crowd detection
and request regulation at di®erent points.
4 Detecting Flash Crowds
As shown in Figure 5, °ash crowd detector sets
alarm signal after it detects °ash crowds. In this
design, we consider the following three issues:
1. What to monitor and how? We design °ash
crowd detector to monitor application level in-
formation: transmission rate of web responses
(response rate, for short). As we described in
Section 1, NEWS detects °ash crowds by captur-
ing decrease in response rate. Since heavy load
either at the target server or in networks could
cause low response rate, NEWS adapts to server
or networks limited scenarios [22] easily. We dis-
cuss our approach to monitor response perfor-
mance in Section 4.1
2. How to detect changes? Change detection al-
gorithm [23] is well studied in many ¯elds such
as signal processing and pattern recognition. It
is basically the scheme that determines whether
a change has occurred in the characteristics of
considered object. In this work, we tend to use a
simple change detection algorithm to avoid com-
putation complexity. On the other hand, we aug-
ment our algorithm with network information.
In future, we plan to try more sophisticated al-
gorithm such as the Canonical Correlation Anal-
ysis (CCA) [11, 24] for possible performance im-
provement such as reducing detection latency.
3. When to set and reset the alarm signal? To ad-
dress this question, we need to consider two trade
o®s. When setting the alarm signal, we intend
to achieve fast response at the cost of possible
false alarms. When resetting the alarm signal,
we try to avoid °uctuations in output at the risk
of penalizing more incoming requests.
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Figure 6: CDF of Flows' Response Rate in Flash Crowd
and Background Tra±c.
We present the complete design in Section 4.2
and 4.3.
4.1 High-bandwidth Flows
Due to the existence of cold clients and short con-
nections, we can not detect °ash crowds by moni-
toring performance change of particular connections
(details in Section 3.1). On the other hand, monitor-
ing the mean rate of all responses is not helpful either.
Flows react to congestion di®erently, with fast con-
nections noticing congestion quickly, while low-speed
°ows (such as to users connected through modems)
showing very little change. Thus, congestion results
in very little change in average response rate because
of those inherently low-speed °ows.
Instead, we propose to detect °ash crowds by mon-
itoring changes in the aggregated performance of
responses from fast connections. We believe that
these connections are most sensitive to congestion.
We de¯ne responses for these connections as high-
bandwidth response °ows (HBFs), which have rate
greater than a constant R0 (for example, R0 =
20Kbps). The aggregate of HBFs are high-bandwidth
aggregate ÁHBF; and those hosts sending or receiving
HBFs are high-bandwidth hosts. Similarly, we can
de¯ne low-bandwidth °ows, aggregate, and hosts.
We verify this analysis through simulation (de-
tailed simulation methodology in Section 6.1). We
measure response rate (R(f)) of each individual °ow
before and during °ash crowds. We compare their cu-
mulative distribution functions (CDFs) in Figure 6.
If we choose the 10% °ows with the highest rate as
HBFs, we ¯nd that their aggregated rate decreases
about 70% during °ash crowds.
We call above observation HBF e®ect. Since most
target servers (or their ISPs) are connected to the
Internet in the similar way [25] as shown in Figure 8,
6we believe that we can observe HBF e®ect on access
links2even in a general network topology. Further
study is needed to verify this claim.
4.2 Change Detection Algorithm
HBF e®ect implies that we can detect °ash crowds
by capturing decrease in aggregated rate of HBFs
(ARÁHBF). However, since clients may be cold and
most connections are short (details in Section 3.1),
there are chances that only low-bandwidth hosts are
active and responses only show low rate. In that case,
ARÁHBF computed among these low-bandwidth °ows
is misleading.
To solve this potential problem, °ash crowd detec-
tor also checks the aggregated request rate Rp when
ARÁHBF decreases. More speci¯cally, the detector
triggers alarm signal only when both ARÁHBF de-
creases and Rp increases. In this way, we guarantee
that the decrease in ARÁHBF is due to °ash crowds
rather than low-bandwidth connections.
After it detects °ash crowds, the detector watches
increase in ARÁHBF. This increase indicates perfor-
mance recovery. Then, detector resets alarm signal.
We use a simple comparison based scheme to detect
these changes. Mathematically, the detector detects
°ash crowds if the two conditions 1 and 2 hold; and
resets alarm signal when condition 3 holds.
ARÁHBF < ARÁHBF £ (1 ¡ ±) (1)
Rp > Rp £ (1 + ±) (2)
ARÁHBF > ARÁHBF £ (1 + ±) (3)
0 < ± < 1
In above conditions, ± re°ects system's tolerance to
changes. For example, with ± = 10%, the algorithm
detects increase when current measurement is 110%
larger than average. We discuss the calculation of
average values (ARÁHBF and Rp) in next section.
4.3 Algorithm Design
Flash crowd detector measures transmission rate of
response °ows with the time-sliding window (TSW)
algorithm [26] to smooth the burntness of TCP traf-
¯c. We apply the con¯guration of TSW rate estima-
tor recommended in [27]. The detector also measures
aggregated request rate Rp.
Every T seconds, the detector computes ARÁHBF.
Since the number of °ows observed at di®erent time
2That is, the place we deploy NEWS.
could vary dramatically, we choose the top p percent
of responses with highest rate as HBFs: jÁHBFj =
p£j©j. P is a tunable parameter. We choose p = 10%
from Figure 6. In our currently implementation, we
keep transmission rate for all °ows. In future, we will
investigate and apply new schemes [28] to reduce this
overhead.
Then, the detector calculates long-term average
of aggregated rate for HBFs (ARÁHBF) and the ag-
gregated request rate (Rp). We propose to calcu-
late these long-term averages with a High-Low Filter
(HLF). HLF is essentially a combination of two Expo-
nentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) ¯lters
with adjustable gains to ful¯ll di®erent requirements.
We present an EWMA ¯lter mathematically as:
V (t) = ®V (t ¡ 1) + (1 ¡ ®)O(t). O(t) is the cur-
rent measurement (AR or Rp), V (t) is the long-term
average calculated at time t (AR or Rp), and ® is
the gain of the ¯lter. Large ® gives a stable output;
while small gain makes output sensitive to the current
observation.
HLF uses a low gain (® = 0:125) under common
situations without alarm signal for fast response to
changes. When the alarm is set, we switch to a high
gain (® = 0:875) to keep output stable and avoid
oscillations.
Finally, the detector compares AR with AR and Rp
with Rp. It sets or resets the alarm signal according
to conditions in Section 4.2.
The detection interval T is a tunable parameter. A
smaller T helps to detect changes promptly but the
result may be unstable; while a large T generates sta-
ble output but needs longer response time and causes
more overhead in state keeping. We investigate the
e®ect of di®erent Ts on the performance of NEWS in
Section 6.4. Based on our experience in simulations,
we choose T as 60 seconds.
5 Mitigating Flash Crowds
In this section, we present detailed design of re-
quest regulator and NEWS controller. Given the
alarm signal from °ash crowd detector, NEWS con-
troller decides proper reaction for request regulator.
NEWS applies an adaptive request rate limiter to
control incoming requests. It only functions after a
°ash crowd is detected.
5.1 Regulating Requests
A request regulator should ensure that the ad-
mitted request rate converges to a reasonable value
(Rpc). Ideally, with requests admitted at rate Rpc,
neither target servers nor network links are over-
loaded.
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Figure 7: Controlling the Adaptive Rate Limiter.
We tried the approach of discarding excessive re-
quests preferentially [29]. However, the result system
is not stable: we observe oscillations in system out-
put. This is because that probabilistic dropping only
guarantees expected behavior. Further, it is also dif-
¯cult to determine dropping probability for request
based on measurement on response. This relation-
ship may not be linear.
To enforce stable request rate, we propose a to-
ken bucket based adaptive rate limiter to regulate
requests. A token bucket has two parameters: bucket
size provides accommodation to bursty tra±c, and
token rate limits long-term arrival rate. In long run,
connections admitted by a token bucket converge
to the token rate. Di®erent from other simple to-
ken bucket algorithms, we design NEWS controller
to adaptively adjust token rate according to current
measurement.
Above this adaptive rate limiter, we can further de-
¯ne more sophisticated policies according to di®erent
requirements such as distinguishing and protecting
cross tra±c from °ash crowds, or maintain web per-
formance for some particular end-users. However, as
our goal is to investigate the design issues of a re-
quest regulator, detailed policy de¯nition is beyond
the scope of this paper.
NEWS mitigates °ash crowds by delaying requests
with adaptive rate limiter. As a result, retransmis-
sions of dropped requests inject more load to net-
works. Although we could tune NEWS to reduce
possible retransmissions, we still need some comple-
mentary schemes such as web caches to absorb these
excessive requests eventually.
5.2 Controlling the Adaptive Rate
Limiter
We depict the function of NEWS controller in Fig-
ure 7. Given the alarm signal, NEWS controller ad-
justs rate limit of request regulator so that it adapts
to di®erent scenarios automatically. NEWS con-
troller maintains two states: current and previous
Current Alarm Signal
0 1
Previous 0 No change Reset rate limit
Alarm
Signal 1 No change Adjust rate limit
Table 1: Diagram of State Transition in the Controller.
alarm signals. It adjusts rate limit based on the state
transition diagram in Table 1.
When alarm signal is set (transition from 0 to 1),
NEWS controller resets the rate limit to current ad-
mitted request rate Rp0 observed by detector. Intu-
itively, requests arriving with rate higher than Rp0
are likely to overload the server and networks, and
therefore cause decrease in response performance.
When alarm signal changes back to 0 (transitions
from 0 to 0 or from 1 to 0), NEWS controller keeps
the same rate limit.
If alarm signal remains set (transition from 1 to 1),
NEWS controller adjusts the rate limit with a score-
board based scheme. Basically, it assigns scores to
adjustments of increasing and decreasing rate limit.
It chooses the direction with higher score. For exam-
ple, if the current scores for increasing and decreas-
ing rate limit are 5 and 3 respectively, NEWS con-
troller chooses to increase rate limit. If alarm resets
(transition from 1 to 0) in next period, correspond-
ing adjustment gets credit; otherwise it gets penalty.
With this scheme, NEWS controller learns to make
decisions automatically from history. It also makes
NEWS adapt to di®erent environment without hu-
man interference.
6 Algorithm Evaluation
We implement NEWS in the network simulator
(ns-2.26) [30] and evaluate its performance through
simulations. For fast algorithm design and evalua-
tion, we prototype NEWS under the framework of
Di®Serv model contributed by the Advanced IP Net-
works group at Nortel Networks [31]. Currently, we
are migrating NEWS to a stand alone implementa-
tion.
6.1 Methodology
Figure 8 shows simulated network topology.
Router R0 connects a server pool with 5 web servers
(S1{S5). S1 is the target server. Router R2 connects
50 access routers (C1{C50). Each access router pro-
vides network connections for 20 clients. So, there
are 1000 clients in total. We determine link band-
widths and propagation delays for second-tier links by
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Figure 8: The Two-level Dumbbell Topology in Simula-
tions.
a tool RAMP [32]. RAMP takes tra±c measurement
at USC/ISI and generates distributions of link prop-
erties such as bandwidth and delay. In this topology,
the range of bandwidths and delays for second-tier
links are 21K{10Mbps and 0.5ms{1.8seconds respec-
tively. Although we can not claim that this topology
is representative, it does give us a relatively com-
plicated scenario with intermediate queuing on the
second-tier links and a mix of various link bandwidths
and delays.
We study two types of tra±c: web tra±c and by-
stander tra±c (FTP tra±c from S5 to C50, details in
Section 6.5). We generate web tra±c (including back-
ground web tra±c and °ash crowd tra±c) based on
real HTTP logs on 1998 World Cup web site3. There
were 4 servers deployed for this web site. Since they
have shown similar tra±c patterns [13], we only con-
sider the server at Santa Clara, California. These
HTTP logs recorded all requests sent between April
30, 1998 and July 26, 1998 [33]. Each log entry keeps
the following information: time when the server re-
ceived a request, source and destination of a request,
size of the web page requested, other information such
as web page's location. Our web tra±c model gener-
ates one web request for each log entry.
Arlitt et. al. [13] analyzed workload characteristics
based on these HTTP logs. They found that there
was a large (5{10 times) increase in request rate be-
fore each game. This increase caused a °ash crowd.
In our experiments, we consider the game between
Brazil and Scotland on April 30. We show changes
in the corresponding web request rate in Figure 9.
We observe normal tra±c to web server before 1000
second. Flash crowd happens at around 1000 second
with a 6 times' increase in request rate.
3We have also simulated °ash crowd tra±c with a two-level
model. Please refer to our technical report [34] for details.
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Figure 9: Request Rate to World Cup'98 Web Site.
We deploy NEWS on router R0. NEWS monitors
web response rate (from R0 to R1), and regulates
incoming requests (from R1 to R0) when it detects
a °ash crowd. We initialize NEWS by setting the
bucket size and token rate of adaptive rate limiter
to large values. For example, we set token rate as
1000 connections per second. It is about three times
larger than the maximum request rate observed in
simulations (about 350 connections per second). So,
NEWS accepts all incoming requests under normal
conditions. In most simulations below, we con¯gure
the detection interval of NEWS as 60 seconds. We
choose this parameter based on our experience (de-
tails in Section 6.4).
We simulate scenarios with and without NEWS de-
ployed. Each simulation runs for 4000 seconds. We
record o®ered and admitted request rate to the target
server, and aggregated rate of HBFs. In the following
sections, we evaluate NEWS performance from both
target server's and end-users' perspectives. We also
investigate the sensitivity of our simulation results by
considering e®ects such as impatient end-users and
server processing delay in Section 6.6.
6.2 NEWS Protects Servers and
Networks from Overloading
One goal to deploy NEWS is to protect the target
server and networks from overloading. In this section,
we simulate a network-limited scenario, where °ash
crowds overload networks with large amount of re-
sponse tra±c. Since NEWS detects °ash crowds from
application-level observations, we believe the follow-
ing results are also valid in server-limited scenarios.
We verify this claim in Section 6.6.
We ¯rst measure admitted request rate to the tar-
get server without and with NEWS deployed (shown
in Figure 10(a)). We observe that NEWS detects
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(a) NEWS Regulates the Admitted Request Rate Adap-
tively.
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(b) Increased O®ered Request Rate due to Retransmis-
sion.
Figure 10: Request Rate to the Target Web Server.
°ash crowd at about 1020 second. That is, the detec-
tion latency is 20 seconds when the detection interval
is set as 60 seconds.
After detecting the °ash crowd, NEWS adjusts its
rate limit automatically and regulates incoming re-
quests to a proper rate. As a result, admitted request
rate drops by 32% (to about 107 connections per sec-
ond). This releases congestion in response tra±c by
reducing packet drop rate from about 25% to 2%.
Due to resource limitation at target server or in
networks, NEWS discards or delays excessive re-
quests. In Figure 10(b), we show that o®ered request
rate increases because of retransmissions as predicted
in Section 5. Although NEWS can't serve all re-
quests, it does protect servers and networks and gain
time to deploy other complimentary schemes such as
web caches to absorb these excessive requests.
6.3 NEWS Maintains High Response
Rate for Admitted Requests
NEWS maintains high performance for admitted
requests. As shown in Figure 11, HBFs su®er largely
decreased performance during °ash crowds. Their
aggregated rate is 50% less than normal tra±c con-
dition. By deploying NEWS, end-user perceived per-
formance of those admitted requests remains consis-
tently high even during °ash crowds. Therefore, we
conclude that NEWS protects admitted requests from
°ash crowds.
NEWS requires sophisticated techniques to achieve
performance improvement. One could argue that a
simple static rate limiter is also able to give com-
parable performance with careful con¯guration. Ide-
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Figure 11: NEWS Maintains High Aggregated Rate for
HBFs during Flash Crowds.
ally, we want NEWS to perform similarly to the best
possible rate limiter. We investigate this issue with
simulations.
We deploy rate limiter on router R0 to control in-
coming requests. With di®erent rate limit, static rate
limiter shows di®erent performance (as shown in Ta-
ble 2 and Figure 12(a)). In this particular scenario,
we get the highest performance when we set the rate
limit to 60 requests per second.
We compare the performance of rate limiter with
NEWS in Table 2. We ¯nd that NEWS has similar
performance to the best rate limiter: NEWS shows
only around 11% less in the aggregated rate of HBFs.
This result is encouraging because it veri¯es that the
adaptive rate limiter in NEWS approaches the best
request rate without manual adjustment. We believe
10Scenarios Admitted Request Request Aggregated Rate Response
Rate (number/s) Rejection Rate of HBFs (Kbps) Loss Rate
Original tra±c 209.7 0% 58.2 25%
NEWS 107.2 32.4% 90.5 2%
Static Rate limiters 60 70.2% 101.36 0
80 56.5% 100.2 0
100 40.2% 93.95 1%
120 32.8% 90.8 2%
Table 2: Performance of NEWS and Di®erent Static Rate Limiters.
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Figure 12: Aggregated Rate of HBFs with NEWS and Rate Limiters.
that the process of hunting the right rate limit in early
stage of °ash crowds reduces the overall performance
of NEWS (as shown in Figure 12(b)). On the other
hand, NEWS only discards half of incoming requests
compared to the best rate limiter. We highlight the
aggregated rate of HBFs with NEWS and static rate
limiters in Figure 12(a).
Given similar performance, we believe it is an ad-
vantage to deploy a self-tuning system like NEWS to
alleviate the workload for manual operations. Fur-
ther, NEWS is also capable to adapt to di®erent en-
vironments with litter human interference.
6.4 Detection Interval E®ect on
Performance
An important parameter for NEWS con¯guration
is the detection interval T. As we explain in Section 4,
this parameter re°ects the trade-o® between sensitiv-
ity and stability when designing °ash crowd detector.
Smaller detection interval leads to a shorter detec-
tion delay; but the output may be sensitive to small
tra±c changes. On the other hand, larger detection
interval gives relatively more stable result with the
expense of longer detection delay. In this section, we
investigate NEWS performance with di®erent detec-
tion intervals.
From simulation results, we ¯nd that NEWS gives
the best performance in terms of admitted request
rate and aggregated rate for HBFs when we set de-
tection interval as 60 seconds. We also notice that
small time intervals (like 10, 15, and 20 seconds) give
inconsistent aggregated rate for HBFs. This result in-
dicates that it is hard to con¯gure high-level controls
like AppCC at small timescales.
It is not unexpected that NEWS detects °ash
crowds quickly under very small intervals, such as
15 seconds and 30 seconds. In fact, with these small
time intervals, NEWS triggers false alarm before °ash
crowds really happen. As a result, the adaptive rate
limiter starts to regulate incoming requests. On the
other hand, NEWS shows no false alarm with detec-
tion intervals larger than 90 seconds. But, the detec-
tion delay is also large. Based on these observations,
we suggest to con¯gure NEWS with detection inter-
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Figure 13: The Performance of NEWS under Di®erent Detection Intervals.
val as 60 seconds.
6.5 NEWS Improves Performance for
Bystander Tra±c
In real networks, there always exists other tra±c
that we have not considered in our previous exper-
iments. For example, web or FTP tra±c to other
servers. We call them bystanders. We investigate the
e®ect of °ash crowds and NEWS on bystander tra±c
in this section. At the same time, we also examine
NEWS performance with the existence of bystanders.
Since NEWS is an adaptive system, we expect NEWS
improves bystander's performance as well as web traf-
¯c.
In this experiment, node S5 sends FTP tra±c to
C50 (refer to Figure 8). We show goodput of FTP
tra±c without and with NEWS deployed in Fig-
ure 14. We ¯nd that the mean goodput of FTP traf-
¯c is about 337Kbps before °ash crowd. When °ash
crowd happens, it drops to only about 10Kbps. It
jumps back to about 120Kbps with NEWS deployed.
So, NEWS improves goodput of FTP bystander traf-
¯c by more than 10 times. This improvement is be-
cause that NEWS relieves congestion in networks by
discarding excessive requests. The tra±c regulation
bene¯ts both web tra±c and bystanders. So, we con-
clude that NEWS is also able to protect bystander
tra±c from °ash crowds.
On the other hand, we ¯nd that NEWS shows sim-
ilar performance improvement for end-users. We ob-
server similar aggregated rate for HBFs as presented
in Section 6.3. Therefore, NEWS performs consis-
tently regardless the presence of bystanders.
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Figure 14: NEWS Improves Goodput for FTP Bystander
Tra±c.
6.6 Result Sensitivity to Other
Simulation Parameters
The simulation results above are from a simpler
scenario than reality. To investigate the sensitivity of
our simulation results, we relax two aspects of pre-
vious simulation scenario: impatient end-users and
server processing delay. We have studied the e®ect
of bystander tra±c in Section 6.5. While we can not
claim to simulate \the Internet" [35], this sensitivity
study helps us to better understand the dynamics of
NEWS. We also gain con¯dence to deploy NEWS in
real networks.
Impatient end-users: In real world, end-users may
terminate their web requests after a long waiting
time. We investigate this e®ect with a simple model.
Our model cancels web requests that are not served
after a certain time period. Our model assumes that
end users' waiting time has an exponential distribu-
tion with a certain average. It also assumes that end
users do not resume their requests after cancellation.
In our experiment, we choose the average waiting
time as 60 seconds. After timeout, end-users may de-
cide if they want to continue to wait or cancel this
request with equal probability. We repeat simula-
tions with 60-second detection interval. Our results
show that NEWS still archives similar performance
with the existence of impatient end-users. We be-
lieve that this result is reasonable because excessive
requests (and their responses) are delayed and even
dropped during °ash crowds. Impatient end-users
can not change this situation much.
Server processing delay: We focus on network per-
spective in our simulation so far. In reality, web
servers impose processing delay to web requests. To
investigate this e®ect, we add a simple web server
model in our simulation. We assume that web server
has constant processing rate (for example, 1000KB/s
in our study) and a bu®er to hold incoming requests.
Server applies FCFS scheduling policy and always
processes the ¯rst request in its bu®er. When its
bu®er is full, server drops incoming requests.
We ¯rst investigate a scenario where the target
server has in¯nite bu®er space. Simulation results
show that NEWS shows similar performance (admit-
ted request rate and aggregated rate for HBFs) as
in our previous study. To get more realistic results,
we con¯gure the server with a limited bu®er space.
This time, we ¯nd that more than 50% of requests
are dropped by server. This e®ect is very similar to
a simple static rate limiter described in Section 6.3.
Based on these results, we conclude that the web
server model in our simulation does not have funda-
mental e®ect on NEWS performance. However, we
believe that we need to conduct further lab experi-
ments to better understand server's behavior under
°ash crowds. For example, our assumption of con-
stant processing rate does not hold in reality since
server's processing rate decreases with higher load.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose NEWS to protect servers
and networks from persistent overloading caused by
°ash crowds. NEWS imposes high-level control (Ap-
pCC) between requests and responses.
NEWS is a self-tuning admission control scheme.
It adapts to di®erent environments easily. NEWS
controls incoming requests based on measurement in
response performance. We present detailed design of
its three main components. We show that NEWS de-
tects °ash crowds e®ectively by measuring changes in
aggregated rate of HBFs. With adaptive rate limiter
and the controller, NEWS mitigates °ash crowds by
regulating incoming requests.
We evaluate the performance of NEWS through
simulations. Simulation results show that NEWS de-
tects °ash crowds within 20 seconds. By dropping
excessive requests, NEWS reduces packet loss rate in
response from 25% to 2%. NEWS also increases the
aggregated response rate for admitted requests twice.
This performance is as good as the best possible rate
limiter.
In this work, we also investigate the sensitivity of
our simulation results. We ¯nd that NEWS shows
consistent performance in di®erent scenarios we test.
In future, we will implement NEWS as a real system
and test its performance in a lab environment.
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